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MEChANICAL CHARACTER ISTICS OF THE HUMLN .IR TY IN

RELATION TO THE USE OF TI-ME INTERRUPTER VAIVE

By

SUMMiARY

i. Electrical and mechanical analoguez, have boen used to formulate hypotheses

concerning the mechanical charactar.istics of the respiratory tract, and these

hypotheses have bben confirmed by examination of ",rnzcannei" pressure records

obtained from the Clements' Valve during the repetitive interruption of airflow

in ma.

2. At normal respiratory frequencies, iripedanc3 is due mainly to +he sum of

resistance componnts. Impedance re&ches a minimum -t a frequency of acout

30 c/sec, and small rescnant peaks are seen at 6.6, 18.7, 28, and 56 c/sec.

3. Gas inertance and ziouth well ccmpliance are importtnt determinants of the

rate of pressure equilibration between tha lunfs and the mouth.

1. Dai:iping is nonally less than critical. The secondary rise of pressure

seen after flow intArruption is due to continuing moiement of the diaphrag

conpressing the ".ung gas volume against a tense chest wall.

5. If airway resibtance is increased, damping may vxce%)O the critical valae.

and 9,0 pressure equilibration nay occupy 100 mosc.

6. Thece findings are considered in relation to the use of the Clements'

interrupter valve. The importance of r relxed chest wall during the teat is

emphasized. Owing \o the continuing action of the diaphragm,, the pressure

inaediately following interruption normally gives the best estiate of air'.v..y

resistance; h, wcver, where equilibration is slow, a late pressure is preferable.
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The "scanning" zone of the CLei ans interruptor valve represents one

compromise between these two conflictiyg requirements; the possibility

of speeding pressure equilibration by adaition of an external inertance

has yet to be exploited.

(Sgd.) C. Lovatt Evans,
Head Physiulugy Section.

(zgd.) W.S.S. Ladol!,
RJS/RiF. Assis-art D2.ector(medio al)
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1IECH.0ICAL CMAACTERISTICS OF THE HMN1 AIRWAY IN

RELATION TO TH USE OF THE INTERRUPTR VALVE,

By

R.Jo Shev~ha

INTRODbTI ON

One of the earliest, and often the only clear syuptom that results

from mild or moderate respiratory exposure to an anticholines" erase vipour

is the sensation of "tightness in the chest". This symptom is linked, at

least in some degree, vlIth "bronchospa6u", and methods of measuring the

increase of airway resistance following inhalation of an sntiuholinesteras3

thus offer one possible simple approach tu the quantitation of respiratory

expos are.

The iLethod of airway interruption has been applied to the clinical

Leasureuent of bronchcbpasm for more than 30 years (1). It is a ccnvenient

technique for applied physiological work, since the apparatus can be quite

portable (2), and little co-operat-lon is required froml the subject. A fo:'m

cf interruptor valve deielcped by Clomerts (3, 4 and Appendix I) and loaned

to this Establishuent for trial thru-gh standardization channels hae been

used to follow changes in airway re3istwace prod'tced by in1alation of GB

(3, 5) and CS (6). However, the accuracy of the results obtained has bon

questioned, and some have even stated that bronchospasm could be detected

equally w-ell by "the tossing of a coin" (7. Our data would not s'lpo.-z

such a categorical rejection of the method, but a considerable variation in

the results was found both for a given subject, and from one norual zubject

to another.

Three assumptions are made when the interrupter valve is used to measure

aiintay resistance:

(1) the pressure gradient from chest to valve, prior to interruption,

is the simple resultant of cor~ponents due to lung tissue, airway,

and valve resistance.
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(2) following interruption, mouth and chest pressures are

rapidly equalized;

(3) chest precsures remain essentially unaltered during the

course of equilibration.

The airway system has an impedance that is the resultant of many

independent paramoters, resistance, compliance, and inertance, waranged

both in series dnd in parallel, and to study the validity of the above

assumptions, it is convenient to represent this complex system by approp'.Iate

electrical and mechanical analogues.

In the present paper, findings from two such analogues are applied to the

interpretation of rloments' interrupter valve tracings, both scarn-d (ref.

and Appendix 1) and unscanned. The normal range of values is defined, end

the erfect of deliberate variations in chest and upper airway compliance, Pts

inertance, and upper airway "esistnce exained. When airway resistnce is

normal, the basic ae'sumptions of the method wc e substantially valid, and the

unscanned pressure immediately following interruption gives the best estimate

of both airwuy resistance and also of an addea external resistance. Ho~ever,

when airway resistan.e is increased, equilibration is slowed, and the final

pressare reading is appreciably reduceo by mouth compliance. In these

circunstarces, the "scanned" pressure has greater validity than the unsnrnned

pressure, but neiner method can give a fully quantitative measure of airway

resistance.

THEOkETICAL

Changes of intra-thoraoic pRessure dneui] lbrtion

Several factors may affect inti ith.ranic pressu.'o follwing interruptl on

cf airflow at t'e mouth. It is convenient to e:amine these factors thoor&.ically

bnfore considering use of the anclogues, and of the valve in man.

(a) Continued respiratr novemont. It is assumed that a steady movement

of 0.5 I/see is maintained by the diaphragm daring the 50 u.sec, of lcw

interruption characteristic of the Cleents valve; in essence, a clobed systmrl

is compressed by 25 ml. Acting against the compliance of lung gas alone

(-0.004 1/cm.H 2 0), this would increase ntra-thoracic pressure by mceo thwn

6 cm.H20; acting against the compliance of teo relaxed chest wall (-0.200

/cm.H 20), the pressure risc vould be only 0.13 me.H20. In practice, continued

respiratory movemont produces a slow rise of pressure to a level between these

extremes determined by the extent of chest relaxation.
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(b) G.s inerIane. Darlng closure of the Clements' valve, flow

falls frou 0.5 I/see to zero in about 12 m.sec. Assuming a gas inertance

of 0.01 cm.12 0/1/sec(8), the pressure within the airway would rise immediately

by some 0.4 cm.H20. However, the volume of gas in which this pressure is

developed (150 - 160 nl.) of dead spaie gas) is small, and although inertance

contributes to the first oscillation of mouth pressure, it has % negligible

-nfluence on the final equilibrim pressure.

(c) Mouth compliance. During equilibration, the mouth corpliance

must "charge" to the swue pressure as the alveolar gas volume. Mouth

ooir.liance is normally about a quarter of lung gas compliance (L), so that

this factor reduces equilibrium pressure by some 20o; in absolute units, the

effect of mouth compliance is much greater when airway resistance is increased.

The overall effect of these three factors is such that i:i subjects with

a normal airway resistance, the equilibrum pressure is a littlo less than

the initial gradient due to the sun of airway and lung tisLue resistance.

However, where airway resistance is increabed, the equilibrium pressure tends

to be considerably less than the initial prossure gradient, except in subjeots

with a tense chest.

METHODS

1. Flea-rical analoi-ae of -,be respiratr system

The physiological components of the system, and their approximate

electrical and echanical equivalents are suammrized in Table I. In the

electrical circuit (Fig.1), viscous roistances v-ere represented by electrical

resistances (scale I cm.H 2 C/'I/sec at a flow of 0,5 i/-ec = I K ohm), compliances

were repreaented by capacitances (sda-le 0.301 I/cm.H 20 = AF), and inertw.otas

by inductanoes kscale O.00 c,H 20//soa2  1 i1).

(a) Impedance to normal resiration. During nor-,al respiration, the

main forces ar. generated by the diaphragm; however, the chest r usc2es axe

usually sufficiently active to avoid paradoxical movement (that is, the

conpliance of the chest wall appproaches zero during respiratory activity).

Thie situation was represonted in the electrical model by disconnecting tissue

compliance Cc from tissue resistance Re. and attaciing a htgh output impedance

sino-wave oscillaior (Ediswan R.666) to input I ("external" to Rc). Respiration

through the resistance of the open interrupter valve Re was simulatod by

UNC LASSI FIED
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connecting Re to earth through the switch Si m

The impedance Z of the analogue was determined by oscilloscope, voltages

being measured across the analogue + small known resistance Rx(Vi ),and across

the analogue alone (V2 ):

" Inp. t 1 RF High output inpedance Sine-wave
\A \A A 'WANVV1 oacillator

V2  VI

The ratio of peak to peak voltages V1 V2 was proportional to the ratio R'Z,

and the impedance of the onalogue was thus given by Rx.V2/(Vi - V2 ). Resonant

frequencies were determined by slowly varying the frequency of oscillation until

"beats" were suppressed. Lissajou patterns were plotted by miniinising Y x, and

plotting VI - V2 end V2 cn the two axes of the cathode ray screen.

(b) Response to interrutionof flow. (i) Step change of flow. A

"perfect" interrupter valve ould gave rise to an instantaneous interruption -)f

e. steady flow. It was not possible to simulate this situation using the entire

electrical analogue, since the component representing lung compliance (C.) would

not transmit a stpady flcw. However, to a first approxi-ntion, lung pressures

are not altered by flow in-err'iptior (9); thus for the purpose of studying

equilibration rates and iaping, a constant voltage d.c. potential could be

applied to the lung gas compliance (Input 2 of Fig,11), and interruption of flow

simulated by opening switch Si. T!e "c'outh" pressure (potential) during

equilibration was observed on an oscilloscope, and also recorded on a high speed

pen oscillograph (limiting frequency response 90 c/sc). (ii) Use of rleuents

valve. The Clement's valve takes 12 m..sec. to complete the irterruption of

airflow. The electrical analogue was arrrnge as for (i), except th,-.t Si was

kept closed, ana the exturnal resistance was increased frcnm 6.8 to 100 K ohms

over the space of 12 m.sec., using a potentiomcter operated by a suitable can.

2. Mechanical analo&ue of respirator syst-m

The mechanical analogue is showm in Fig.2. It diftered from the electrical

analogue in two main respects:

(i) non-linear resistances were used, and

UNCLASSIFIED
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(ii) continuing respiratory movement during interruption of

flow was simulated by a steady input of air (0.5 !/see)

into the large tank (109 1. volume) representing lung gas,

lung tissue, and chest wall compliance.

The airway was represented by a rigid tube of 50 om length and 5 Om2

cross-section, leading from the "lungs" to the interrupter valve. This

provided adequate representation of the inertane and capacitance of gas

in the airwy; airway resistance was supplemented by an orifice Ra (2 - 8 m4

diameter orifices used in different experiments).

The mouth was shown as a smrll branch channel near the pressure tapping,

leading through a 7 mm orifice Rm (mouth tissue resistance) to a rigid vescel

of 1 1. capacity (mouth gas capacitance and tissu, compliance).
"Mouth" pressures during equilibration were recorded from a piezometer

ring, using a capacitance mcnometer and pen oscillograph (with alternative

display on a cathode ray oscillograph).

In some experiments, the interrupter valve was set in the opon position,

and "step" interruptions of flow wore obtained by rapid rotation of a tap.

In other experiments, the Clemenbs' valve was driven at the standard rate

(interruption of flow over course of -12 m ase).

3, Human experiments
(a) Normal values. The airway resistance of 132 healthy servicemen,

aged 17 - 42 yi, was measured by means of the C1ements' interrupter valve,

using the standard "scanning" ports, with independent measuremont of flow

and interruption pressuies (Appendix I).

The standard procedure, followtd by aU subjects, consisted of - serins

of praotice runs until the subject was able to maintin a flow of 0.5 3/sec

(to within t i0 (o) throughout expiration. Ten maximal expirations were then

made at the standard rate, with intervals of 30 sec between successive tests.

The airway resistance was calculated from the steady values of PF ai4 P1

during the middle third of each expiration.

In some subjects, additional tests of resistance were made during short

expirations following a norual inspiration, und in others, the airway resistance

was calculated for the middle third of a steady maximal inspiration.

UNC SSI FIED
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(b) "Unsanned" inter -pter valve rooords., The "scanning" ports

of the Clorents' valve were closed, and a continuous pressu-e record obtained

from a piezometer ring (Appendix I).

Unscanned records were obtained during maximal expiration at 0.5 1/sec

(10 observations on each of 13 subjeots) and at 1.0 i/sec (10 observations

on each of 10 subjects). Records wore also obtained during maximal inspiration

(1.0 1/sec, 10 subjects), and during breathing through an external resistanco.

In 3 subjects experienced in respiratory nanoeuvres, the pattern of the

records was studied before and after deliberate modifications in the mechanical

properties of the system. These included:

(i) decrease of chest wall compliance (delibeeate tensing of chest

muscles),

(ii) increase of airway resistance (deliberate constriction of glott's),

(iii) changes of airway gas inortance (breathing of mixtures containing

8C% helium or 80/a sulphur hexafluoride, and lengthening of dead

space between vouth an. valve),

(iv) ircrease of mouth compliance (1 1. bottle arranged as "shunt"

in parallel with 'x.utli colplnnve).

The effect of (iii) was also oxamined in two elderly subjects with chronic

bronchitis.

(c) Estimation of vxterna_ resistanc'. After the control value for

airway resistawce (RA) $,ad boon dct-rined fror. both scanned an unscunned

records, an orifice with flow exponent siuilr to that for the respiratory tract

(n = 1.6 - 1.7*) was in';erposed betv;ecn tiVe mouthpiece and the interrupter valve,
and the total resistance 'CRT) deter-ineti. The extcrnal resistance RE was then

calculated as the dif%'ercncc between thes twio values (PT - RA). Assuaing that

RA is not altered by a small additional external resistance, the accurary with

which RE is estimated provides a check on the success with which the metLod is

ueasuring the resistance between lung and valve.

*I!, the respiratory tract,the relationship between pressure P and flow dv/dt c,-

not be described by a single resistance constant R applicable to all flow rates.

Resistance may be described by two constants R.. and TRp , thus:

dv Rdv N2  o
P = Roe 'H + RP kt , or

over a limited and specified range of fiovs F, this r.c.y be simplifiod to a singl

resistance coefficient R and a flo exponent n, thus P = RF ( n )

In man, at flows of 0.5 - 2.5 J/soc, n = 1.6 - 1,7 (ref.3)

UNCLASSIFIED
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RESULTS

is Using electrical analoAue of resp irator systom

(a) Impedance to resiratory flo ;. Under conditions of steady flow, the

pressure gradient from chest to interrupter valve must be the simple resultant

of resistance components due to lung Zis3uo, airway, and valve resistance.

The extent to which this conclusion must be modified under the phasic conditions

of respiratory flow has been investigated by reans of the electrical analogue

and by complex analysis of the equivalent electrical circuit (Table 2 and

Appendix II). At normal respiratory frequencies (0.25 - 1.0 0/sc), calculations

predicted thet the total sine-iavo ir.Lpedance Z Z would be a little greater than

the sum of the resistance conponentb. There was also a moderate phase shift;

detailed study of the complex analysis showed that this was attributable mainly

to lung compliance at a frequency of 0.25 c/see, end mainly to lung gas compliance

at I c/sec. As the frequency was further increased, tissue inertance be,ave

progressively more irmportent ac a deterniinant of the overall propeties of 6he

system, ax.d this component was responsible for the large positive phase anrgle

at i00 c/sec.

Experimentally deter iii.d values fo-v the inpodanco of the analogue (Fig.3)

agreed with the results of coAiplex analysis, within the limitations imposed by

the electrical corponents. At both noral and high airway rcsistance settings,

impedance declinad from a f'Luro close to the sum of resistance components at

normal. respiratory frequencies to a minimum at about 30 c/sec. With an airway

resistance setting of I.FK, resonance poake were son at 6.6 c/see, 18.7 c/sea,

28 c/se, and 56 c/sea: With the airway resistance setting increased to 15K,

only slight displaco.orbt of these peaks occuriod (resonant frequencies 6.5, 16.3,

30.2, 52, 99 c/sea). The impedanco at resonant frequencies differed oaly slightly

from ihat at non-resonant frequencies, suggesting that the system was almcst

critically damped. Lissajou patterns showed that under normal condition3

"pressure" (voltage) ana "flow" (current) applied at the "chest" (input i ) were

in phase at a frequency of "25 c/sec. The frequency for minimu area of the

Lissajou pattern was not materially altered by largo changes of Ra, CL, and Rm,

but was increased by a decrease of either lung 6as coripliance or lung tissue

inortance:

UNCLASSIFIED
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Frequency for minimum area

of Liasajou pattern.

(a) noimal sottings 25.2 o/soo

(b) Cg = 2pP(normally 4pF) 36.0 c/sec
(c) l = 5H (normally ICH) 3.0 0/soC

(b) Response to interrun-tion of fiow. (i) Stop change of flow.

With a constant d.c. potential coupled to lun6 gas compliance Cg (input 2

of Fig.1 ), the sudden interruption of flow by opening of swi 4 ch 31 reduced

the analogue to a simple series RCL aircuit.

The damping ratio d (see appendix III) for such a circuit may be calculated

quite s4 .nply (d 41; and a 90,1 equilibration tims may also be derived on

theoretical grounds (Table 3); the latter applies to recovery from a siLple

constraint, and does not take account of the fact that "gas" i3 already flowing

through the main inortance of the circuit prio- to interruption. The 9C,'

equilibration times are thus i, practice shorter then the theoretical prediction.

The response of the ane.loguo is illustrated in Fig.4. Damping was normally

equal to or slightly in oxco.s of critical, with a 9% response time of about

iC M.000 (Fig.4a) If mouth compliance or mouth tiasse resistance was roduced

(Fig.4b), the syster became underdamped, and interruption of flow gave ri-o to

an immediate chair, of oscillaticns (90 re.ponse time effectively zero). On the

other hand, oquilibratioi. was progrezsively slow-d by increase of airway resistance

(Fig.4c) or mouth complia iu (Fig.4d). (ii) Use of interrupter valve cam. The

results wore essentially similar when flow was intorupted by the cam shaped to

simulate the interrupter vtLve. Th.i syctom was norrally close to critical

damping. With a low mouth resistance, the system becene underdwripod, and with a

normal mouth resistance and increased airway resistance (15K), equilibration was

not completed within the period of interruption. Both with norral and increased

airway resistance, damping was increased by an increase of mouth comrliance.

2. Using mechanical analogue of respiratory system

Experiments relating to the rate of equilibration following interruption of

flow were repeated on the nechanical analogue, to examdne the effect of rerlacing

linear by non-linear resistors.

UNC LASSIMED
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(i) "Ste, interruption of .elnw. The observed damping ratios (oaloulated
from the second and third half waves of the osoille.tion) or 90% e4uilibration

tines (where damping >critical) are shown in Table 4. Interpolating from this

table, it may be concluded that with a combined mouth and airway resistance of

6.5 on H20/2/sec as in normal man (airway orifice 6 - 7 mm disnete%'), the

damping of the mechanical analogue was no more than 0.25 critical. At a

similar setting, It was calouinltod that the electrical analogue was oi-tically

damped,

(ii) Use of interrupter valvn. Rosults were similar to thoje obtained with

a "Step" interruption of flow. At normal settings, dcamping was -0.25 critical,

and the transition to damping in excess of critical did not occur until the

diameter of the airway orifice Ra was reduced to 4 - 5 mm.

3. Lunan experiments

(a) Normal values for Clements interru ter valve

(i) interpretation of recorde, Pressures deoeloped at the interruption

pressure and flow pressure tappings of the Clermenvs valve are cori.only recorded

by low frequency gauges, Uaing a high frequency recording system, oscillations

can be seen in both interruption and flow pressure tracings (Fig.5). These are

of diiferent etio.ogy to the oscillation's discussed above, and reflect lo-.kage

between th) pressure tappings Lnd the body of the valve.* Since the flo.i

pressure tapping was operating below mean val'e pressure, and the interrupticn

pressure tapping was operating aoovo moan valve iressuro, the minima of the

"flow" tracing, aid the maxima of the interruption pressure tracing wore usod

In the calculation of puLmorary resibtanne. If low frequency gauges had boon

used, the apparent interruption prosurL would have boon 4 - 5 mm H2) lower,

ad the appr ont flow rate 2 - 3 I/L.in higher.

(i) Distribution of norm-ivalus, Airway resistance, noasurod c'uring a

steady maximal expiration at approxinately 0.5 I/se, showed a slightly skewed

distribution (Fig.6). The moan value was 2.60 on H20/1/sec with a standard

dmiation of 0.98 cn H20/J/aoc, and 12/132 apparently hoalxhy subjects yielded

values greater than 4 cn H20/10sec. The moan standard deviation of 10 successive

measureaents on the sane subject was 0.81 * 0.40 on H2 0/3/soo (ocefficient of

variation 33.1 + 16.9%).

*Leakago of a similar order was found in two saLples of the valve, eoven after

careful greasing.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(iii) Repetition of the test. Observations repeated at I rain intervals

remained constant (Table 5). There was no build-up of airway resistance

with repetition of the test.

(iv) Length of expiration. Corparison of measurements made during a

short expiration following a normal inspiration with the staneard maximcl

expiration technique showed that the "hort-puff:' resulted in a lower

veluo for airway resistance than the standard technique ( A+ S.E. in 10

subjects 0.5u + 0.20 om H2 0/l/soc2). The coefficient of variatin wqs

marginally greater than with maxinal expiration (C.V. for 10 subjects 31.1%,

compared with 25.14 for the stardard technique on this group of subjects).

,v) Ispiratory teits. In 9 normal subjects the airway resistance during

a standard maximal expiration was compared with the resistance measured during

a steady maximal inspiration at the same rate (Table 6). In j subjects the

resistance was significantly greater during inspiration than during expiration,

in 2 it was significantly 2ess, and in the remain ing 4 there was no difference.

(b) Unscanned records from Clementb' intorruptor valve

(i) For- of traoing. The unscanned type of record is necessary to study the

rate of pressuro equilibration at the mouth following rapid repetitive interruption

of airi'low. The ?attern of tracing obsorved usually conforzed with that describo .

by earlier authors (,0) - a sudden rise of pressure at interruption, an underda-pc

oscillation, and a secondary phase of progress-vcly increasing presstre (Fig.7).

Comparing inspiratory and oxpiratory records, damping w:as much greater during

expiration than during inspiration; furthermore, as the last 500 - 1000 nl of

gas vere expelled from th. chest (final I - 2 sec of criration), the secondery

phase of increasing pressure often bo-ao vcry pronounced. In the example of

Fi;.7 (a nor..l sabject), the pressuru 50 .scc after interruption was 35 - 40 mm

H2 0, compared with 15 - 20 mt H2 0 in the first fe; m.seo after intnoruption of

flow. Damping ratios* for a group of 9 normal subjects are given in Table 6;

in general, the records wore underdarned during both inspiration %nd expiration

and the observed values lay between ratios prodicted from the electrical analogue

(linear resistors) and the mechanicel analogue (non-linear resistors).

*Here calculated fro. the logarithmic dec.oemnt ratio, see Appendix III.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(ii) Modifi-ation of tracinp, The form of the tracing, and in particular

the degree of damping could be modified by many of the procedures producing

similar effects in the electrical and mechanical analogues. In normal

subjects, the degree of damping could be increased and equilibration of pressures

slowied by voluntaxy narrowing of the glottis, and an even more marked picture

of delayed equilibration was seen ii the two subjectb where airway resistance

was increasea by chronic bronchitis (Fig.8d, of. normal Fig.8a). The

interposition of added gas inertance between the mouth and the valve (a 50 cm

length of 5 cm2 cross-section rigid wTalled tube) markedly decreased damping;

in normal subjects, violent oscillations were seen (Fig. Sb), and damiing was

less than critical even whcn the glottis was deliberately narrowed to increase

airway resistance (Fig.8c). Even in the patients with greatly increased airway

resistance, pressure equilibration became possible during the period of airflow

interruption (Fig.8e). A similar dcreasc of damping could be produced tithout

increasing the external dead s;ace if a few bre.ths olr a very dens , gas mixture

(8. SF 6, 2W. oxygen) were breathed irzieiataly before the test; conversely, a

few b.-uaths of a low density mixture (8co helium, 20,0 oxygon) caused darpin in

excess of critical even in norral subjects. Damping was also increased by

adding an external shunt compliance (glass vessel of 1 1. capacity); the effect

was greatest when this was linked to the external dead space via a narrow orifice.

The importance of a relaxed chest wall to the constancy of ohebt pressure

after inteiruption has already been noted theoretically. This point v'as tested

experimentally in throe subjects experienced in respiratory manoeuvres,

Expiratin was zourenced with the chest wall h(ld tense, and at a given signal

the chest musclc twere relaxed, expiration beirg maintained by the abdominal

muscles alone. When the chest muscles were relaxed, the record showed little

secondary rise of pressure (Fig. 9), but when the chest wall was -Lensed, pressures

rose by 20 - 30 mm H20 during the interrupted phase of the valve eycle, and the

pressure over the "scanning" period (7 - 33 Li.sec after interruption of flow)

was correspondingly too high.

UNCLASSIFIED
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From the foregoing, a slow rise of pressure after interruption of flow

may be due to either delay in equilibration or continued respiratory movement

against a tense chest wall; however, the first is reduced or abolished by an

added external inertance, whereas thu second is unaffected by this manoeuvre.

(iii) Mainitude of "unsoanned" resistance, The method of calculating airay

resistance from the unscannod pressure records was that of Otis et al. (i0), the

interruption pressure being found by extrapolation of the "plateau" folloiing

the oscillations back io the instant of flow "nterrupti.on. This method is

valid in normal subjects, where the tracing is underdaripel, *ut would gie en

erroneous answer in subjects where equilibration was clowed (aa in Fig.8d).

Comparison with the resistance calculated from standard "scanned" records in

13 subjeots ehowed a significant discrepancy, the aoan"unscanned" value for

this group being 2.41, S.D. + 1.04 cm H2 0//sec, and the mean "scanned"

value 3.36, S.D. + 1.30 cm H, 0/l/sec (A ± S 0,_5 L 0.27 cm
0.01 >P>0.00). in 6 of the 13 subjects, th) "scanned" measurements indic.atod

a rather high airway resistance ( >3.5 c H20/1/suo); in 5 of these 6, the

apparent high resistance was an artefact due to a secondary rise of pressure

following irtorruptic:, of flow, and hc high resistance was not confirmed by

runsccnned" measuro::ients.

The average coefficient of variation of 10 consecutive "unscanned" riadings

on the same subject w s iC.9 + 5.2. The uo-responding coefficient for "scanned"

readings on the same grou.p of saiojecLs was 22.2 ; ii. 6r.

(iv) d ffeut of lung volume. Various laboratories making scanned measureme;,ts

with the Clements valve :iavn reported a . arge effe-o of lung vclume on the

calculated airway resistance (2, 1 ), pa-tioularly during the Jast 500 - 100)O ml

of expiraticr. To exdamine how far thib eifeot wan duo simply to tnsing of

t~le obest muscles at the ene of expiration, the analysis was repeaied uslg

"un. canned" records. An effect of lung volume was still observed, but

resistance rose much less steeply than with the "scanned" measurerent3 daring the

toiainal part of expiration (Fig.10).
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(o) Eniaino xenlros 4 r,-%nye

(1) rourn".T I .iat Io i In the ±irat series of 13 subjects, "scanned"

uoaSUtIerento of total. reLjistancE, wvi-o made before and after' iritroduuldon

of rusistaric's of 2, BF, arid 29 ca H,Q,11/8ec With a s3eady expirwtox-j flow

of 0.5 I/eeoo Thu re.-poctive eat-.1,TWE o.f' extorznal rocoiztanmo from those

fligar,, were O08, 4.6 and 10,2 or.i H2)]/o

In a isocont s~jrie3 or' 13 .~ubJects, both scenned and unzooann3d veasarments

were made at a stendy v3piratory flow~ of 0.5 i/soo, using an e~ternV. eretaio

of 3,9 an H2 0/VSec; the reap'ictivo estiAmaten of this rusis'Jarie wore 2.35,

e.B + 0.66 and 2.82, &E, L. O'A Ca J.20/:L/Sec by the tw~o toohniqlus.

A final seriee of 10 subjocts viere tea-Led at a more rapid flow rato

I /ne"); using an or-ifice vith a rcisiatanco of 7.1 3m a 20/2/aec at ihis

i'Jlow rate, the respective rstiiates were 5-3C), S.E. + 0.50 Om h 2 0//jee, kzcaaa~ed)

and 7.55., 3,E. + 0.26 om i ts0/~e (u',qoenrxct raabureraents).

(ii) Duringingirat-on. In 10 sul)jets, uns,.annod CiOaSUzVeL.ents ware riude rat

steeiy inapiratory flocw rates of 10.5 ),/&ea and 1.0 ).Aec, using oriI'ie; wit1h

Irealatanejes 0~ 4.6 on ' 112 //see awad TA cm H (j/J/soc at the twio flow rates.S2 2'
Both resistances worc witli-ald corrictly, within thD li1MIts Of u~ocrirQ.tal1

01).ror (4.88 . S.E. ±0,23, and 7.64, S.E, + 0,37 am H 00%o)

DIP 1"ITJSSTi 011,

(a) P:-avius ue o,aalqgj s. Several p:-ev 1ous auvhors (4 21 1)

havo usod electrical and/or rmuchan-iorml analogaos In an attempt to dcfine t-.3

n~caia propv rtie.3 of th- rvspirato -y traot. howevojr, previous racde13 e.-,d

an.1;u-a have omittted one or nore ipo:'1ant coronei.ts - the Lmouth (9, 1', -13)

g Lr inortuncr (9, 12), or the irierttnce of the abdominal and thorac*,c v":.cs:-a

() %nd the method of acti-ation - oither a serno-,wavo oscillator (4,13) or a

rquire vinve (.'+ 9) - socc an in,-onpicte representation of the ov, nta izn7o:lved in

u.-o of the intcrrupter vle

(b) -imi1tations of r e t s

(i) IrnowlodiO Of COon±n1a. The nornal vaJiuos for nany componente of the

pro:nont analoguo - Re, Rat 9 Cg~and ( - are well ostablishody and reqluh'e no0

Epeoiilo Coement. C lard R L wore doterrined by Clicents,, usinG a nodification

of the interrupter valve syston (4.). Thu pI-0oert auithor has found stO~to notith

comapliance to vary quit(, widol,;' from 0.4 to )+.Pi ril/c H 20 in normal subjeclts

13.
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(unpublished data), Chest wall compliance C has been obtained as the

difference between the total coqnnlianoe of the lungs and chest of 0.1 2/cm

H20 (4), and lung compliance C1 - tnat is, about 0.2 2/om H20. As discussed

in the theoretical section, if the chest wall is not relaxed following

interruption, C0 many fall to 1/20th of this value. R has boon estimated

ae 02 om H20/!/sec at 0.5 1/sec flow from the difference between body

plethysmograph and oosophagoal measurements of resistance (15). R, + Re is

knom from the difference between total thoracic and airvay resistance (16)

tc be at least I om H20/i/sec, and possibly 2 cm H20/]/sec. The inertanue

terms La and L1 have been investigated by measuring accelerative pressures at

differing ambient pressures (8); the observed value of 0.01 om H20/l/sec
2 at

normal ambient pressures seemed due largely to the La component, and conformed

with a theoretical prediction of La based on the dimensions of the respiratory

tract,* Other estimates of o.rerall inortance have been based (12) on

(i) oomparisone of reactance at differing frequencies (0.04 cm H20/:/seo2),

and (ii) determination of resonant frequency (0,006 cm H2 0//sec2);

however, these 3alculations contain a number of uncertainties!.

The present analogues have been desigred to operate over the range imposed

by these uncerlaintios. Errors in the choicL of values for L1 and Re are of

minor importance in uotormini g the overt11 impcdanne to pressures applied at the

mouth, or the rate of equilibration of' 1ung and mouth pressures, but L1 plays

ain important part in controlling the response to iiigh frequencies applied at the

chest.

M Te theoretical predictior is based on a plane wave front. According to Mead

(8), inertance would be twice the predicted vaJue of 0.012 cm H20/i/sno
2 unler

conditions of laminar flow, and 1.22 times the predictcd value with turbulent flov.,

Van don Berg (13) points out that the factors should properly be i.00 for laminar

flow and 1.33 for turbulent flow,

/ Dubois et al (12) state that the phase shift at 2.9 c/sec is -33°, and at 5.8

0/sec is zuro (resonant frequency). These figures apparently refer to the phase

angle between pressure and flow across the chest. Allowrance is made for "the

compressibility of alveolar air" in the case of pressures .pplied through a Drinker

respirator, and for the "compressibility of air in the flov.-netor and traoheobronoh-ir

tree" when pressure is applied at the mouth. However, no allowance is made for

the compliance and rcsistance of the mouth, and none for the inertance of gas in

the ail-way. The inertance calculated is thus someLwhat lzicertain.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(ii) Other lir!!tations. The nalogue is a single channel device,

whereas the lung sontains a Jargo nribor of parallel bronchial pathways.

However, it is not necessarily an adv-antage to multiply the number of

channels, a3 doqs Van dun Borg (3), without rore knowledge of tha relative

distribution of resistance, capaciiance, and inductance between chinnals.

The assumption is made that the wells cf the air passages are rigid;

in fact, the resistance increases throughout expiration, but the chcnge of

resis-tanoe over the .ictdle rungo of lung voluues is not sufficient to invaliddte

results based on average resistances (2, i.,).

Finally, in te electricca (but not in the mechanical) analogue, rv,3iztance

is considered a linear function of fltcv. The da;ping ratio observed in huuan

subjeots is less than in the electrical modol, and uore than in the mc.hanic.il

uodel; this could be due to part to acceptance of a rather lcw value for C ,

but is probably due in the nain to a comtination of a linear mouth recisted.oe

R and a non-linear ainway reristanco R .

(o) The natural resonantfrequency,.

The definitior of resonance has causod soc confusion in the past.

Some authord (12, 17, 18) have considered tho resonant frequency aa that

frequency at v-hic*i pressure and flow were in phase. In the experi:.mnts if

DuBois et al (12), with presureos applied at the mouth, resonance thus defined

occurred at a frequency of 5 - 7 c/sec. In d-,gs (16), with pressure. a-).'r1cd

-co the chest wall via a Drinker respirator, a s:Lilar "resonant" freqincy was

observed. In cats (13), with pressures applied to the trachea., the "resonent"

frequency was somowhat high~r (7 - In2 c/oo). i ti'e present electricP2r model,

with potentiels applied to the chest, prescure and flow were in phas2 at a :.uch

higher fraqu.ncy (25 c/sea) than in the dog, suggestir.!, that 11 may have beon

gieatur in life thvn in the iuodcl. Van den Bcrg (13) considered the resonant

frequency as That frequency where 1r pedanoe was at a i.d.niMu, and appl y-ng the

input to tho "tracheao of his nodel he doscribed resonance at 6.6 an. 1 '. 7 c/sea;

in the prnsent model, with the input applied to the chest wall only, one vmll

defined nininui of inpedance occurred, at about 30 c/sec. Neither of thio nbove

defiriitl ons of rosonenoe are as sensitive as the suppression of beats in a

d&±pod system; usine this last tuchnique, the prosent author has found resonance

at 6.6, 18.7, 28, Ead 56 c/see -ith norur-l nottings of the analogue.

NCCULSIFI ED
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The primary frequency of interruption (10 o/seo) is well removed from

a zone of resonance, and resonance in phase with interruptioals is thus

unlikely to affect the validity cf the method. The only oscillations seen

in ths human experiments have a very high frequency (80 - 90 c/see). Similar

oscillations are seen when flow through the meohanioal a d electrical models

in interrupted by the "Clements valve" (Figs. 5 and 6), although in the

electrical model the frequency of oscilLation (50 - 60 o/see) conforas to

the upper rezonanoe bard previously defined. Presumably these oscillations

occur locally between the mouth and lung gas compliance, but in the mechanical.

model (and in man) the frequency of oscillation is inereased by some contribution

from ohest-wull comolianoe.

(d" The rate of pressure equilibration

Many previous workers have considered the lungs and airaiey as a simple

resistanco/capacitance systev, and have obtained "time constants" by

multiplication of airway resistance und lung gts compliance; from such

calculations it has been concluded "that 18 m.suo was a conservative estia-e

of 50 equilibration time" (48), and that 20 sec was required for equilibration

(J9). Others (2, 20) consilored eq'iilitration to be complete in 5 n.sec. Th.

present work suggnscs that in the use of the interrupter valve, the compliance

of the mouth has grcater relevance than the compliance of lung gas. V'urtho.,

the system is not , simplc resistanoo/oapac-tanoe network, and gas inert~ace

oannot be neglec(ted in ozIclating rctes of pres-ure equilibration. Indeed,

the alsteu is normally uncedamped oscillations therefore occur, and equ!1 4.bratio-

iS essentially instantan ous. Whon airway resistn-o is increased, LEaping

exceeds critical and equilibration tmor become langthy (9, 19, 21). In these

o0roustanoe, the equilibration pressure may not even be indicated by the oarnin

pbase of the Clements valve (17 - 33 m8.se after interruption); there hss recentl

b-en a plea for measurements as late as 80 m.seo after interrupt4 on (19), but at

this time it is difficult to dictinguish slow equilibration fP.om secondary prossur,

oh&.nges, and the alternative of speoding equilibration by use of an c:-ternal

inertance seems preferable.

UNCLASSIFIED
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(e) Addition of external resistance

The add.ltion of an external resistance is not fully comparablo with

an inorease of airway resistance, s.noe the constriction is distal to the
"shunt" represented by the mouth. In particular, the external resistance

does not alter the damping of the lung/mouth circuit in the way that an

increase of airway resistance would. However, under steady flow conditions

prior to interruption, the pre.,ure gra&ient is similar whether the resistance

is internal or external. Furthertho 20,* reduction of pressures by mouth

compliance (see theory) does not affect the pressure drop across the external

resistance. Thus the oquilibrium pressure after flow interruption should be

proportional to the sura of airway and external resistances, unless the external

resistance has modifiec the airway resistance (as by a3tering the tendency of

the airway to collapse during expiration).

2. Normal values for airway resistance in relation to technique

(a) Absolute magnitude.

The absolute magnitudi of airwey rLsistance, as determined by interrupter

valve, is gretter than values obtained by oesolhageal balloon (6, 19, 22), and

much greater than by boly plcthysmograph (2).

The results of the present interrupter valve series are higher than sorae

previously reported (6). This may be duo in part to the use of a long, steady

expiration, as smallor, but more "ariable values wore obtained after a "Lhort

puff" through th' interrapter ve~v. Full expiration could have led to

progrcassiv3 collapse of the airway, but repetitive measurements of resistance

did not show any such tread (Table 5). Tho effort of controlling flow at a

steady rate probably lei to tensirg cf the chest .:all in some subjects, with

consequent ovor-ostimation of resistance when 'scinned" pressure records or

used. Finally, it is likely that alveolar units with a low resistance to

airflo%7 had emptied before the midpoint of expiration was reached. The "average"

resistance seen at rid-oxpiration would thus be weighted in fa-our of higher

resistance units. If it is intended to use the valve as a precise and fully

quantitative measure of aixw;ey resistance, this last point is a valid criticia

of the maximal expiration technique. However, differences of resistance betw;een

units arc more likely to occur in thc presence of bronchospasm, and the method

of ma~iraal expiration thus helps to bring out the difference between norzaal and

abnori.al subjects.

L1 C W.SSI FIED
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(b) Reproduciblity of reitorea di

It has been stated (5, 23, 24) that changes of airway resistance are

difficult to demonstrate by means of the interrupter valve because of

variation in control measurements, and a coefficient of variation as great

as 5L has been quoted (5). This 3ast msessent was based on portable

apparatus fitted with water gauges. Leakage at the valve was thus difficult

to assess, lung voltLme was not knom, and it was necessary to calculate airway

resistance from the difference between a pair ofoscillating water monisci.

The present figure of 18.9% coofficient of variation for ansoanned readings

compares favourably with the body plethysriograph (C.V. 24.7%, ref. 22), and

the oesophageal balloon, (C.V. 27.2%, rcf. 6).

(a) Use of resistance coefficient.

The calculation of "resistance" for a non-linear componer.t is of doubtful

propriety, and some physicists have preferred to calculate the "constant' R

in the equation P = RF(rn) (page 6 ) assuming a oonstan+ exponent n(2). ieiorever,

the resistant terra R is still not a true constant, for the exponent n varies

with the structure of gas flow in the respiratory tract. During resting

ventilation (3) , turbulence may develop in the trachea and upper airwty, but

it is not prerent in the rain resistanco eler ents of the airway, excapt a%

points of branching. The apparent constant r is thus a composite figure

embracing laminar flov, through some resistanoi elements (n = i), and turbulnt

elow (n = say 1.85) through the remaining resistance elements. The values of

n to be expected at diffeent flow rates are shown in Table 8. In practice,

* is somewhat higher (i.. - 1.7) over thi range cf t1e interrupter valve

measurements (0.5 - 2.5 Vsec). owing to the effects of branching; however,

ab low flaw iates n inevitably tendE. towards unity, and at high flow rate3 to

, limiting value of J.85. Thus, however resistance is expressed. it must be

con Mned to a bpecified flow range, and having accepted this preuiso, the
"resistance coefficient" offers no advantage over the simpler convon'-onal

unit of physiology (cm L0//sec at 0.5 3/seo flow).

(d) Measur_ent of external resistance.

The procedure of estilating an external roistance has previously been

used to vrlidate the intcrrupter valve technique (2). On the basis of this

procedure, it can be concluded that (i) each of the several procedures adoptvd

gives an index of "ncreasod re istance, (ii) a i 1/sec expiration is preforab]e

UNC LASSIFIED
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to an 0.5 I/sec expiration, (iii) inspiration is preferable to expiration,

and (iv) early unscanned readings are preferable to scanned readings in

the estimation of an added external resistance.

The explanation of these findings is probably that the external

resistance Modifies the secondary pre:ssure rise; either expiration 3s

slightly slower, or subject3 find it easier to maintain a steady flow

without tending the cheat wher. an external resistance is present than when

it is not. Conolusio, (iv) is not applicablu to an increase of resistance

internal to the mouth, since equilibration is then slow, Tien resistance

is increased, a scanned reading (or a late unsoanned roading, 19) is more

likely to give the correct resistance value than an early unsoanned reading
CONCLUSION

Whether the scanning device is used or not, with the Clevents iriterrupta.:

valve a fixed interval between interruption of flow and mensureuent of pros3ure

is desirable on grounds of obieoctivity in interpreting tracings. An early

unsoannod reading will be correct under normal con.ditions, but very unsatisfactory

in the presenae of bronohospism. The scanning position of the Clements valve

(17 - 33 m.eec), althcugh de ermained prit. tily by engineering oonsiderr.tions,

probably represents a useful con ,ro;.iso for the estimation of both nornal and

increased resistancE. The ?o3sibility of speeding equilibration by addition

of an external inertance in subjects with bi'o-chospasn has yet to be exploited.

(Sgd.) C. Lovatt Rvans,

Head Physiology Secion.

(Sgd.) W.B.S. Ladel],P

RJ S/PMF. Assistant Director(Modical).
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Copne. L8 "t s -,s d iri I.J.aotrioal an M80hanioal Anaogues pf 9. _Req

Abbrevi-ton Component N rmal units, at Electrical Eleotrio
flow of 0.5 3/se Analogue (sine-wo

________-I-II I

Extcrnal (flow m easuring) 6.8 cm H20/2/se 6.8K n E
resistance.

TM  kouth tissue resistanoe. 5.0 om H20/2/seo 5.CK Q  5eCK

Ra lirvay resistance. 1.5 om H20/2/seo 1.5K { 1*5[

AT 1 Lung tissue resistanoe. 0.2 - 0.5 am 0.5K 0O59
H20/3/seo

Ac Chest ac!I a.d eera 0.5 - 1.5 cm 0.5K a 0.5K
thoracic xazlstaneo. 1120/3/sc

CM Coupliance of mouth 0.001 I/ou H20 ivy 15.9K
tissues.

G Coplianoe of lung tissues 0.200 I/ce H20 200yF o.OK

C0  Couplianco of chest wall .200 I/am H20 200Y O,8K
and extra-thoraoio tissues

Cg Ccp.ianoe of alveolar 0.00 ]/cm H20 4 CK
gas.

La  Pulmonary gas inertonoe 0.01 am H20/2/sec 2 C H 0.6k

L0  Incrtance of lungs, ohest .01 on H20/3/se 10H ?AK
ane extra thora o tisaues

-- -- !- - i m i I WON&=il

*It is necessary to specify the flow rate on aocount of the non-linearity c
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i ised in i._eotrioal and Meohanioal Analoguei the R I&A-aoto tam

NIrmal units, at 1eotrioal Ileota-ieal impedance
flow of 0.5 1/e0a Analogue (sine-. Wm potential) Mehanzoal -aa2ogue

10 0/see 100 q/seo 11 0/s__

iurng) 6.8 am H20/X/sec 6.K 6. 6.8K6. 1 Clements valve(open)

itanoe. 5.0 am H20/3/se 5.: 50CK 5.CK 5.(Z 7bm oritioe(, 2.8 am

*H20//seo),.5 om H20/1/s" j.SK .K 1K .SK n rifioe(= 2 am
, 0/3/se)

;anoe. 0.2 - 0.5 am 0,5K 0 0.5K 0.5K 0,5K Not represented.

H 20/30
ra 0.5 - 1.5 am 0.K a 0.5K 0.5K 0.5K Not representod.
0. 11 20/1/80

0.00i 3/om I20 1vy I5.9K 1.59K 159K 1 1 0esel

tissues 0.200 3/om 20 200VP 0.0w 0.00K 0.1

it wall 200 3/m 520 200l O.08K 00oOY 109 1 vesel
tissues

)olar 0.0(% 3/am H20 49 ".CQK 0,AK 40.CI Not represented

.tanoo 0.,01 am H 20/seo2  0
ne 0.t : 20]/e 2  lC0. CK 6,QK 0.06K T1b0 50 am x 5 am 2

ohost .01 am H20/3/s0 105 ?0.K ?6.CK ?O.0cK Inflo7 to 109 1 reservoir
tissues; of 0.5 2/seo during._._.__ es 

interruption.

specify the flow rate on account of the non-linearity of airway resistance.
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TABLE 2

Calculated values of resistance RR (including external resistance

R e of 6.8K), reactance Z (XL - Xo), impedance ZZ, and phase angle

0 for analogue circuit, with airway resistance of (a) 1 .5K, and

(b) i5K.

Airway resistance ri,,%ial (.5K) Airvay resistance high (1,K)

f ZR E(X-x) z Z Z(Xo) R E ( z

0.25 c/see 9.2 K -3.67K 9.9 K -21°48 '  22.2 K - 6.29K 23.1 K -15051

1 8.8!K -2.57K 9.18K -16017" 17.7 K -10.1 K 20.8 K -29°41(

10 2.46K -2.37K 3.42K -43054 '  1.73K - 3.29K 3.74K -6204 '

0i0oo2 +5.57K 5.67K +79 37' 1.00" + .59K 5.6A 7l +79

TkBLE..3

Calculated dauping ratio and )90% equilibration tiue of constant lung

potential, follow;i,.g openinC of ':itoh S4 in analogue. Fixed noutl±

ti3sue resisttnce of 5K, and fixed lung Las inertance of i0H assumed,

selected settin6s of airway resistance and raouth coupliance as shovir.

Damping ratio 9, equilibration timu

Airway - Mouth compliance I Mouth compliance

resistance 0.51F 1.OF T 2.0 aV 0"59F 2.0}2F

1.5K 0.73 4.05 1.46 Oscil'ations 13 i.sec

3.9K 1.00 14.41 1.99 9 m.see /

15,0K 2,24 3.16 44.7

25.OK 3.35 4.75 6.71 ,/

39.7K 5.0 7.G7 10.0 107 -. sec

58.3K 7.07 10.0 14.0 / 76 ri.seo
nJ

84.,K 10.0 14.0 20.0 54 n.sec
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TABLE -

Damping ratio and 901 equilibration time of mouth pressure

in meohanical analogue of airway at selected values of airway

resistance. Mouth resistance 2.8 cu H20/!/seo at 0.5 /see,

mouth oompliance 0.001 !/cu H20, airvay gas inertance 0.012 cm

H20/3/sec
2 for plane wave front.

Orifice Diameter Ra(cm H 20//sec Damping ratio 90Y euilibration

at 0.5 3/sec) tine

8 am 2.0 0.12 critical oscillations

7 2.8 0.15 critical oscillations

6 8.0 0.27 critical oscillations

5 12.8 0.33 critical oscillations
4 28.0 > critical 53 m.seo

2 320.0 > critical 350 m.sec

TOBLE 5

Ten successive ueasurements of eirway iesirtanco at mid-point of

steady maximal expiration. Interval between measurements 30 s.o.

Pooled results for first 33 subjects of present series.

Measur3ment Airwvy resistance B.E. of mean
( H2 o// seo)

1 2.74 ,t 0.19

2 2.66 + 0 18

3 2.98 ; 0.25

4 2.68 + 0.17

5 2.50 + 0.26

6 2.63 ± 0.18

7 2.84 ± 0.26
8 2.81 ± 0.18

9 2.90 + 0.23

10 3.04 + 0.22

UNCLASSIFIED
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TABLE 6

Comparison of expiratory and inspiratory resistance in

9 normal subjects. Mean and S.E. of difference shown.

Expiratory rosisanoo Inpiratory resistance 6 ± S+E.
(om H 20/1/sec) (era H20/1/seG)

3.48 2.66 -0.82 + 0.33
1.26 4.45 +3.19 . 0.30

3.09 3.14 +0.05 + 0.30

3.74 2,69 -1.05 + 0.67

J.22 3.67 +2.45 + 0.19
2.47 3.10 +0,63 ± 0.32

1.55 2.54 +0.99 -0.30

1.42 1.31 -0.11 + C.18
3.58 2.43 -1.1 + 0.51

TAIOL 7

Observed damiin pratios in normal subjects

Inspirati on Expiration

0.41 0.70

0.24 0.021

0.30 0.30

0.07 >1.00

0.27 0.70

0.24 0.70

0.16 >1.00

0.17 0.40

Mean + S.E. 0.23 + 0.03 0.60 + 0,03
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TABLE 8

Peroentage of "laminar" and "turbalont" resistanoe in the

human airway at seleotod flow rates, assuming Reynold's

number of 2000, and average flow: exponent for systeu as a

whole.

Flow "Laminar" "Turbulent" Average exponent n

Vseo resistance resistance for entire airway

(R = KF) (R = K1 .85) (R = Kn)

0.4 ioo % 0 % 1.oo

0.5 81.7 18.3 1.20

0.6 44.1 55.9 1.53

0.8 42.5 57.5
1.4 8.3 9-1.7 1.80

5.3 0,1+ 99.6 1.84

_0o 0 _ 00,0 I.85

UNCLA3SIFIED
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AP If Itc T.P. 829
The Clements Interrupter Valve

The Clements valve (4) is a development of an earlier system for measuring

airway resistance during single interruptions of airflow (3), Airflow is

interrupted 600 times per minute, flow being deduced from the pressure prior to

interruption and chest pressure from the pressure during interruption. Normal]y,

pressure within the valve is "scanned" by two ports rotating with 4-he !alve, and

only the middle thirds of "flow" and "interruption" pressures are transmitted to

the recording system; this Is intended to permit the use of low froquency record-

ing systems.

The apparatus consists basically of two carefully machined concentric i.etal

sleeves and an outer hood (Fig.o1). The outer sleeve carries four longitudinal

slits, and there are four corresponding but narrower slits in th3 inner sleeve.

The Inner sleeve is rotated at a constant rate (150 r.p.m.). As the sleeve turns,

interruption of flow is developed over the coursi of 12 m.sec; interruption is

then maintained for some 50 u.sec, and flow is restored over the following12 m.sec.

The "scanning" ports are arranged to communicate with the interior of the v-lve

17 - 33 m.sec after interruption of flow, ana 17 - 33 m.sec after restoration of

flow. The purpose of the outer hood is to shape the airstream during the 'low

phase of the valve cycle so that the pressure developed during this phase i.,

proportional to the 1.66th power of flow rate (±.hus matching the overa1l oharacteris-

tics of the respiratory tract).

In some devices incorporating the Clrents valve flow pressures (PF) and

interruption pressures (PI ar- subtraceod rechanic'iliy from each other; however,

.n all the present experxonts where tihc "sconning" ports were used tho +wo pressuret

wero recordod independently by capacitance m:anometers and high frequercy pen

oscillographs. The "scanning" device necessarily obscures details cf the pressure

during equilibration, and thus for the purpose of colrparlson with iesults from the

electrical and mechanical analogues, the normal "sconning" ports were closed, and

instead a continuous ("unscanned"I) pressure record was obtained from a piezoi.eter

ring mounted proximal to the interrupter valve proper.

UNCISIPIED
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APPENDTX II to, PTP. 829

Clculation .of Impedance .of jLunS-Airay analogue by complex,

ana . sis

Complex analysis is a mathenatical procedure whereby a complex series/parallel

resistance/oapacitance/inductance network is reduced to an equivalent series

resistance and capacitance or iiiactance at a given frequency.

Connider first the series caae. The impedance X9 to a pure sine wave voltage

of frequency f is given by

z s = +2  + (x L - x ) 2  * *L ( i )

where £R is the total resisttnce of the series segment of the ci-rcuit, XL the

inductive reactance (XL = 27f', where L i? the inductance), and XC the

capacitative reactance (XC = i/2rfC) where C is the capacitance). Addition o'

individual series eleuunts is simplified by use of the J operator to signify the

90 ° difference of phase between resistance -Lnd reactance (0 =

z -- + j (xL - xc) ....... (2)

If ritten in tUis for. addition of series elements may be carried ovt

directly:

Z S zsi + zs 2  *........ (3)

In the case of circuit elements arranged in parall,., the total imped'%±cu

Z.p is obtained by smuing the reciprocals of individual ii.ipedances ZI and .•

Zp p + 'P

The reciprocal of impedance is knowm as the acbittence, Y.

Thus:

EY P= Y Pi + Y P2 .... (5)

UNC LASSIFIED
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Defining admittanoe in terms of the j operator

YR + X
R2 + X2 R2 + X2 see** * (1

or Y G + j B a*...... (7)

If parallel circuit ,lements are written in the format of equation (7).

these also may be added directJly, and finally reconverted to an equivalent

series impedance by use of equation (8):

2 2 C + 2 B 2
G +13 B G 3 +.... (8

Complex analysis consists in proceeding step by step with the addition of

individual series and parallel eJements in the mamner de.suribed abo-e until the

entire circuit has been accounted for.

UNCLASSIFIED
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APIPNIX III to P.T.P. 829

The daM ing of oscillations

The behaviour of any oscillating system, electrical or mechanical, when

subjected to a sudden constraint is conveniently described in terr..s of a

"damping ratio*. This is most usually calculated as the ratio of the observed

damping to the vaues yielding ritical dam.ping. In an electriae. circuit, the

degree of damping is dependent upon the relative values of R (series resistanc#,),

L (series inductence) and C (series capacitance). Crlc.l &anping occurs when

R/2L = ,and the damping ratio d is given by R 0)

In a mechanical system, where R, C, and L are not known urith the same

precision, it is sometiLes preferable to calculate a logarithmic decrenent ratlo

from the amplitude x0 and x of two successive half waves:

Log decrament ratio = loge M
e o. o

The reiat.Lonship of the two mEasures of damping nay be explained as follows.

It is known (25) that

loge R9 - (3)eXo 2L ? . ....

---3 e 2Lf'Xo s )....... ()

Now the frequency of oscillation f is an undamped systeu is

f * .se.... (5)
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In a lig'ht7 danped system., the fr(equency f' is proportionately less

f (.. ..... o (6)

C - 1 00**O 60O (7)

,: 00***S.60 (8)

Thus * = e " 960009 (9)
O 

0r0 6go t

d2  R2Tc

Now d.~. ..cO

or 2 ( ,. 2c -

4P L -R 2 Co ..... (1)

subitituting in ()

e - d/ 2
i0  N ****, ii

UNCLASSIFIED
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RESPONSE OF ELECTRICAL ANALOGUE TO SUDDE N
OPENING OF EARTHING CONNECTION OF EXTERNAL
RESISTANCE Re. CONSTANT POTENTIAL APPLIED TO

LUNG GAS Cg, PAPER SPEED 6 cm/$Cc.

(o)NORMAL ANALOGUE SETTINGS
(b)MOUTH RESISTANCE 0"5 K

(C)AIRWAY RESISTANCE IS K

(d)AIRWAY RESISTANCE IS K, MOUTH COMPLIANCE 2m.F

FIG.4
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(a) NORMAL (b) ADDED
INERTANCE.

(c) LARYNGEAL ONSTRICTiON
WITH INERTANCE.

(d') CHRONIC () I CI4ONC BRONCHmS
BRONCHITIS. WITH INERTANCE.

uNSCANNED RECORDS FROM CLEMENTS INERAUPTER
VALVF TO ILLUSTRATE EFFECT OF ADDING AN EXTERNAL
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AND IN SUBJECTS WITH INCREASED AIRWAY RESISTANCE
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